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Abstract
We propose orthomodular posets, algebraic models of quantum logic, as a formal tool in
concurrency theory. We discuss their characteristics and study mutual relations with two other
models of distributed systems: condition event net systems, a basic class of Petri nets, and the
transition systems modelling CE net system behaviour. Central results are an adjointness situation
among the three models and a strict relationship between fundamental notions in the di6erent
considered frameworks such as the relations of incompatibility and concurrency. Furthermore,
substructures of orthomodular posets, like Boolean subalgebras or centres are interpreted, respec-
tively, as state machine components of CE net systems or synchronization structures. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper focuses on the study of the space of local states (locally observable
properties) of a distributed system. Petri net theory is a well-established framework for
modelling such systems.
Condition event systems (CE net systems) are the foundational system model within
net theory, based on the extensionality principle [15]. In a CE net system, each (global)
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state consists of a set of local states. Local states are represented by conditions (prop-
erties which can hold or not at a given state of the system), while—according to the
extensionality principle—events are fully characterized by the changes their occurrences
produce in the local states of the system. The conditions which were true before the
occurrence of an event and become false afterwards are called preconditions, while the
conditions which were false and become true are called postconditions.
Transition systems are well-known behavioural models of distributed systems. The re-
lations between these latter and net systems have been extensively studied in
the literature (see [7,14] as leading papers and [1] for a survey). An important re-
sult is the characterization of CE transition systems as the class of transition systems
modelling CE net system behaviour. Central in those studies is the notion of region,
which corresponds to the concept of local state. A region can be interpreted as a locally
observable property. We study the algebraic properties of the set of regions associated
to a CE transition system. It turns out that such set is an orthomodular poset.
Orthomodular posets can be seen as sets of partially overlapping Boolean alge-
bras, and have been studied in the framework of algebraic models of quantum logic
[12,16].
We consider distributed systems as composed by interacting sequential components.
Intuitively, each sequential component represents a perspective under which the sys-
tem can be observed. It turns out that the algebraic model of a sequential component
is a Boolean algebra. This Boolean algebra represents the complete organization of
the system properties observed from a sequential component’s perspective. The collec-
tion of interacting sequential components will be represented by a particular family of
overlapping Boolean algebras. Such a family is an orthomodular poset.
This paper collects, in a single framework, various results ([3,4,5,8,9]) regarding
orthomodular posets as algebraic models of distributed systems. The mutual relations
among orthomodular posets, CE transition systems and CE net systems are discussed.
In particular, a synthesis procedure associating a CE transition system to a given or-
thomodular poset is deEned. The link between CE transition systems and their related
orthomodular posets can be lifted to respect appropriately chosen behaviour preserving
transformations in the two classes. Formally, two adjunctions between the correspond-
ing functors hold.
As a result an orthomodular poset is the abstraction of several CE transition systems,
while a CE transition system is the abstraction of several CE net systems. (To an
orthomodular poset more than one CE transition system can be associated; in turn
to a CE transition system more than one CE net system can be associated.) That is,
the process associating an orthomodular poset to a net is, intuitively, a process of
abstraction. Vice versa, the process of synthesis of a net from an orthomodular poset
will be an implementation process.
Basic concepts of orthomodular posets, such as compatibility of elements and cen-
tres, are discussed and presented as related to fundamental properties of concurrency
theory (such as causal dependence, independence and synchronization). It turns out
that orthomodular posets, as representative of distributed systems, have a fundamen-
tal character: they explicitly model local aspects of behaviour, such as the holding of
particular conditions, the structure and overlapping of sequential components.
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The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the three models—CE net systems,
CE transition systems and orthomodular posets—are introduced; in particular, some key
aspects of orthomodular posets such as Elters and Boolean subalgebras are discussed.
Section 3 is dedicated to study the relations among the models: in this section
the correspondence between CE transition systems and orthomodular posets is shown,
deEning the two contravariant functors and proving that these functors form an adjunc-
tion. In Section 3.4 the relations between CE net systems, CE transition systems and
orthomodular posets are discussed.
In Section 4 some aspects of orthomodular posets are discussed in connection with
structural properties of the modelled systems. Section 4.1 is dedicated to the correspon-
dence between the sequential components of a CE system and the Boolean subalgebras
of the associated orthomodular poset, Section 4.2 to the interrelation between the notion
of concurrency in net theory and the notion of compatibility in orthomodular posets.
Section 4.3 studies the relations between the centres of an orthomodular poset and
synchronization in distributed systems.
Section 5 closes the paper with some concluding remarks.
2. The three models
In this section, we introduce three formal models for distributed systems, recalling
basic deEnitions and results. Throughout the paper, we consider only Enite models.
2.1. Condition event net systems
Condition event net systems (shortly, CE net systems) were introduced by Carl
Adam Petri [15] as a basic model of general systems. In this section, we recall the
basic deEnitions of net theory. For a detailed introduction to net theory, see [17].
Denition 1. A net is a triple N =(B; E; F), where B and E are Enite sets, F ⊆ (B×E)
∪ (E×B), and
(1) B∩E= ∅;
(2) dom(F)∪ ran(F)=B∪E.
A net can be represented as a bipartite graph. We adopt the usual graphical notation.
We consider only Enite nets and we allow the empty net. The elements of B are
called local states or conditions, the elements of E events, and F is called the :ow
relation.
An element b∈B is a precondition of e∈E if (b; e)∈F ; it is a postcondition of e
if (e; b)∈F .
For each x∈B∪E, deEne •x= {y∈B∪E | (y; x)∈F}; x•= {y∈B∪E | (x; y)∈F}.
This notation is extended to sets of elements: •A=
⋃
x∈A
•x, and similarly for A•.
A net N =(B; E; F) is simple i6 for each x; y∈B∪E (•x= •y and x•=y•)⇒ x=y.
A net N =(B; E; F) is a subnet of N ′=(B′; E′; F ′) if B⊆B′; E⊆E′, and
F =F ′ ∩ ((B×E)∪ (E×B)). We say that N is the subnet of N ′ generated by B if
E= •B∪B• in N ′.
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Given a net N =(B; E; F), deEne K =P(B), where P(X ) denotes the powerset of X .
The elements of K are called constellations of N . A constellation is a potential global
state of the system that N models. We equally speak of the state of the net system.
Occurrences of transitions, which are subject to the Ering rule, deEned below, change
the state.
Let m⊆B be a constellation of N , and e∈E be an event. We will say that e is
enabled (or that e has concession) at m, denoted m[e〉, if
•e ⊆ m and e• ∩ m = ∅:
If e is enabled at m; e can occur (but does not necessarily do so). Its occurrence
brings the net system from state m to a new state m′, deEned by
m′ = (m\•e) ∪ e•:
We will denote this by the formula m[e〉m′. When there exists e such that m[e〉m′, we
say that m′ is forward reachable in one step from m. This binary relation on K will
be denoted by FFN .
The full reachability relation of N , denoted by FRN , is the reGexive, symmetric and
transitive closure of FFN . By its deEnition, FRN is an equivalence relation on the set
of constellations of N .
Denition 2. A Condition event net system (CE net system) is a quadruple N =(B; E;
F; C), where (B; E; F) is a simple net, C is an equivalence class of the full reachability
relation, and for each e∈E there exists c∈C such that: c[e〉. The elements of C are
called cases.
The sequential behaviour of CE net systems can be described by sequential case
graphs.
Denition 3. The sequential case graph of a CE net system N is the triple SCG(N )=
(C; E; T ), where T = {(c; e; c′) | c; c′ ∈C and e∈E and c[e〉c′}.
Example 4. Fig. 1 shows a CE net system with a representative of the class of cases,
and its sequential case graph.
A set of events U ⊆E may occur concurrently (is a step) at a case c∈C (denoted
c[U 〉c′) i6 they are pairwise independent, i.e., ∀e1; e2 ∈U : e1 = e2 implies: (•e1 ∪ e•1 )∩
(•e2 ∪ e•2 )= ∅, and each one of them is enabled at c: •U ⊆ c and U • ∩ c= ∅. The new
case c′ is obtained from c by the occurrence of each event in U : c′=(c\•U )∪U •.
The concession and the e6ect of a step U are completely determined by the conces-
sion and the e6ect of the events belonging to U . For this reason the sequential case
graph contains all the information about concurrency, and it can be completed into the
so-called case graph, which describes both sequential and concurrent behaviour, by
adding edges (c; U; c′) when U is a step: c[U 〉c′.
We turn now to examine a type of net with simple behavioural properties.
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Fig. 1. A CE net system and its sequential case graph.
A net N =(B; E; F) is a state machine net if the following property holds:
∀e ∈ E : | •e| = 1 = |e•|:
A CE net system N =(B; E; F; C) is a state machine net system if (B; E; F) is a
state machine net, and for each c∈C; |c|=1.
A CE net system N =(B; E; F; C) is state machine decomposable if there is a family
{Ni =(Bi; Ei; Fi; Ci)}i∈I of state machine net systems, such that Ni is the subnet of N
generated by Bi; B=
⋃
i∈I Bi, and there exists an element c∈C such that |c∩Bi|=1
for each i∈ I . The Ni are called state machine subsystems.
Intuitively, a state machine decomposable net system models a system composed of
interacting sequential parts.
2.2. Condition event transition systems
Sequential case graphs of CE net systems are a subclass of transition systems, called
CE transition systems. They were characterized in [7].
Denition 5. A transition system is a structure A=(S; E; T ), where S is a set of
states, E is a set of events, T ⊆ S ×E× S is a set of transitions.
A transition system is =nite if S and E are Enite.
In the rest of the paper we will only consider Enite transition systems satisfying the
following axioms:
(1) the underlying graph of the transition system is simply connected;
(2) ∀(s; e; s′)∈T : s = s′;
(3) ∀(s; e1; s1); (s; e2; s2)∈T : s1 = s2⇒ e1 = e2;
(4) ∀e∈E :∃(s; e; s′)∈T .
Example 6. An example of Enite transition system is shown in Fig. 2.
A region is a set of states such that all occurrences of a given event have the same
crossing relation (entering, leaving or non-crossing) with respect to the region itself,
and this property holds for all events [7].
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Fig. 2. A Enite transition system.
Denition 7. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a transition system. A set of states r⊆ S is said to
be a region i6 ∀e∈E;∀(s1; e; s′1); (s2; e; s′2)∈T we have (s1 ∈ r and s′1 =∈ r)⇒ (s2 ∈ r and
s′2 =∈ r) and (s1 =∈ r and s′1 ∈ r)⇒ (s2 =∈ r and s′2 ∈ r).
Example 8. Consider the transition system of Fig. 2. The sets {1; 2; 3} and {3; 5; 7}
are regions. On the other hand, r= {1} is not a region, since an occurrence of x leaves
r, while another occurrence of the same event neither leaves nor enters r.
The set of all regions of A will be denoted by RA. From the deEnition it follows
that: ∅; S ∈RA and ∀r ∈RA : S\r ∈RA. For each s∈ S; Rs will denote the set of regions
containing s.
The conditions deEning regions allow us to formalize the crossing relation between
events and regions. This is captured by the notions of pre- and post-sets of regions
and pre- and post-sets of events.
Denition 9. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a transition system. Let r ∈RA. Then the pre-set of
r, denoted by •r, and the post-set of r, denoted by r•, are deEned by: •r= {e∈E |
∃ (s; e; s′)∈T : s =∈ r and s′ ∈ r}; r•= {e∈E | ∃ (s; e; s′)∈T : s∈ r and s′ =∈ r}. Let e∈E.
Then the pre-set and the post-set of e, denoted by, respectively, •e and e•, are deEned
by: •e= {r | r ∈RA and e∈ r•}; e•= {r | r ∈RA and e∈ •r}.
Example 10. Consider again the transition system of Fig. 2; we have: •{1; 2; 3}= ∅;
{1; 2; 3}•= {a}; •{3; 5; 7}= {b}; •{a}= {{1; 2; 3}; {2; 3; 6; 7}}.
Now we are ready to give the deEnition of CE transition systems, which form
the class of transition systems isomorphic to the sequential case graphs of CE net
systems.
Denition 11. A Enite transition system A=(S; E; T ) is a condition event transition
system (CE transition system) i6 it satisEes the following axioms:
A1. ∀s; s′ ∈ S :Rs=Rs′ ⇒ s= s′;
A2. ∀s∈ S ∀e∈E : •e⊆Rs⇒∃ s′ ∈ S (s; e; s′)∈T ;
A3. ∀s∈ S ∀e∈E : e•⊆Rs⇒∃ s′ ∈ S (s′; e; s)∈T .
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Fig. 3. A CE transition system.
Example 12. The transition system given in Fig. 2 is not a CE transition system. In
fact, axiom A3 is not satisEed in state 3 for event x. On the contrary, the transition
system given in Fig. 3 satisEes axioms A1, A2 and A3 of the previous deEnition and
therefore is a CE transition system. In particular, it is isomorphic to the sequential case
graph of the CE net system given in Fig. 1.
In [14] the category of elementary transition systems has been introduced. Elementary
transition systems are isomorphic to sequential case graphs of elementary net systems,
a basic class of nets. The di6erences between CE transition systems and elementary
transition systems [14] are the following. In elementary transition systems there is
an initial state from which any other state must be forward reachable, while in CE
transition systems the underlying graph must be simply connected. Axiom A3 above is
not required for elementary transition systems. We will use several results from [14],
which can be easily adapted to CE transition systems and CE net systems.
The following proposition states some algebraic properties of the regions of a CE
transition system, which will be crucial in the following sections.
Proposition 13 ([2]). Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system. Then
(1) ∀r1; r2 ∈RA : r1 ∩ r2 = ∅⇒ r1 ∪ r2 ∈RA;
(2) ∀r1; r2 ∈RA : r1 ∩ r2 ∈RA⇔ r1 ∪ r2 ∈RA.
We introduce now the notion of morphisms between CE transition systems which
corresponds to the one given in [14] for elementary transition systems with the idea
of capturing the intuitive notion of partial simulation.
Denition 14. Let A1 = (S1; E1; T1) and A2 = (S2; E2; T2) be CE transition systems. A
morphism from A1 to A2 is a total function  : S1→ S2 such that ∀ (s1; e1; s2); (s3; e1; s4)
∈T1 it holds
(s1) = (s2) and (s3) = (s4)
or
∃e2 ∈ E2 : ((s1); e2; (s2)); ((s3); e2; (s4)) ∈ T2:
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Morphisms between CE transition systems reGect regions, as stated in the following
lemma, whose proof can be easily derived from [14].
Lemma 15. Let A1 and A2 be CE transition systems and  be a morphism from A1
to A2. Let r ∈RA2 , then −1(r)∈RA1 .
CETS denotes CE transition systems together with their morphisms. It is easy to
prove that CETS is a category [14].
2.3. Orthomodular posets
Orthomodular posets can be considered as a generalization of Boolean algebras,
where meet and join are partial operations, while each element has a complement.
Denition 16. An orthomodular poset P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 is a partially ordered set
〈P;6〉, equipped with a minimum and a maximum element, respectively, denoted by
0 and 1, and with a map (:)′ :P→P, such that the following conditions are veriEed
(where ∨ and ∧ denote, respectively, the least upper bound and the greatest lower
bound with respect to 6, when they exist): ∀x; y∈P
(x′)′ = x;
x 6 y ⇒ y′ 6 x′;
x 6 y ⇒ y = x ∨ (y ∧ x′);
x 6 y′ ⇒ x ∨ y ∈ P;
x ∧ x′ = 0:
The third condition above is known as orthomodular law.
Denition 17. Let P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 be an orthomodular poset and x; y∈P.
x and y are orthogonal, denoted x⊥y, i6 x6y′;
x and y are compatible, denoted x $y, i6 ∃ x0; y0; z ∈P such that
x0⊥y0⊥ z⊥ x0 and x= x0 ∨ z and y=y0 ∨ z.
From the previous deEnitions it follows that
x⊥x′;
x⊥y ⇒ x $y;
x 6 y ⇒ x $y;
x $y ⇒ (x ∨ y ∈ P and x ∧ y ∈ P);
x $y ⇔ x $y′ ⇔ x′ $y′;
x $y ⇒ (x′ ∧ y′ = (x ∨ y)′ and x′ ∨ y′ = (x ∧ y)′):
The proofs can be found in [16].
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If the relation of compatibility ($) is restricted to the set of atoms of P, it is
equivalent to the relation ⊥.
If, for all x; y∈P; x $y, then P is a Boolean algebra.
In the following we will consider substructures of orthomodular posets called Boolean
subalgebras [16].
Denition 18. A subset B of an orthomodular poset P is a suborthomodular poset of
P when
0 ∈ B;
x ∈ B⇒ x′ ∈ B;
x; y ∈ B and x⊥y ⇒ x ∨ y ∈ B:
From these properties, it follows that B is an orthomodular poset (with respect to 6
restricted to B×B).
A suborthomodular poset of P; B, is a Boolean subalgebra of P when
∀x; y ∈ B; x $y:
Each element x of an orthomodular poset P belongs at least to a Boolean subalgebra,
namely the subalgebra composed by x; x′; 0 and 1, and with the restriction of 6 to
this domain.
Denition 19. An orthomodular poset P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 is coherent when ∀x; y; z ∈P
such that x $y $ z $ x, it holds: (x∨y) $ z.
As shown in [16], an orthomodular poset P is coherent if and only if every pairwise
compatible subset of it (every clique of $ in P) admits an enlargement to a Boolean
subalgebra of P.
A coherent orthomodular poset can be represented as a transitive partial Boolean
algebra, i.e., a family of Boolean algebras satisfying the conditions stated in the fol-
lowing deEnition.
Denition 20. Let BI be a family of Boolean algebras indexed by a set I . Let each
Bi ∈BI be deEned as: Bi = 〈Bi;∧i ;∨i ; (:)′i ; 0i ; 1i〉.
B =
〈⋃
i∈I
Bi;∧;∨; (:)′; 0; 1
〉
is a partial Boolean algebra if the following conditions hold for all i; j∈ I , and for all
x; y∈Bi ∩Bj:
Bi ∩ Bj = Bk for some k ∈ I ;
0 = 0i = 0j and 1 = 1i = 1j;
x ∨i y = x ∨j y and (x)′i = (x)′j;
∧ = ⋃∧i;∨ = ⋃ ∨i and (:)′ = ⋃(:)′i :
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Fig. 4. Two Boolean subalgebras having 0; 1; c and c′ in common.
Moreover, for all i; j; k ∈ I :
(x; y ∈ Bi and y; z ∈ Bj and z; x ∈ Bk)⇒ ∃l ∈ I (x; y; z ∈ Bl):
We use B to denote both the partial Boolean algebra and its support set.
Given B, it is possible to deEne a relation 6 on B as ∀x; y∈B: x6y⇔ x∧y= x.
A partial Boolean algebra B is said to be transitive if 6 as above is transitive.
A transitive partial Boolean algebra B is a coherent orthomodular poset, and vice
versa [12].
The deEnition of compatibility in partial Boolean algebras is as follows:
a $ b⇔ ∃i ∈ I (a; b ∈ Bi):
Example 21. Fig. 4 shows an orthomodular poset with two maximal Boolean sub-
algebras, one consisting of the elements 0; a; b; c; a′; b′; c′; 1, the other of the elements
0; c; d; e; c′; d′; e′; 1. The two Boolean subalgebras overlap on 0; 1; c; c′.
A concise graphical representation, called block representation [10], of a transitive
partial Boolean algebra B= 〈⋃i∈I Bi; ∧ ;∨; (:)′; 0; 1〉 can be obtained in the following
way. Let BJ ; J ⊆ I , be the family of maximal Boolean subalgebras (blocks) of B; then
only the atoms of each B∈BJ are drawn as small circles on a segment. Two arbitrary
atoms are put at the end points of the segment and atoms shared by two distinct
Boolean subalgebras in BJ are in the intersection of the corresponding two segments.
If two distinct maximal Boolean subalgebras share more than one atom, then the atoms
are drawn on overlapping lines.
Drawing only atoms is suKcient, since all other elements are obtained by closing
with respect to the operators ∨; ∧ and (:)′.
Example 22. Fig. 5 shows the block representation of the orthomodular poset of the
previous example. The two component Boolean subalgebras are depicted as the blocks
represented by the atoms: {a; b; c} and {c; d; e}.
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Fig. 5. Block representation.
Denition 23. Let P1 and P2 be orthomodular posets. A morphism from P1 to P2 is a
map $ :P1→P2 such that: ∀x; y∈P1
$(0) = 0;
$(x′) = ($(x))′;
x⊥y ⇒ $(x ∨ y) = $(x) ∨ $(y):
Let P1 and P2 be two orthomodular posets and $ :P1→P2 be a morphism. Then the
following properties hold [16]: ∀x; y∈P
x $y ⇒ ($(x) $ $(y) and
$(x ∧ y) = $(x) ∧ $(y) and
$(x ∨ y) = $(x) ∨ $(y));
x 6 y ⇒ $(x)6 $(y);
x⊥y ⇒ $(x)⊥$(y):
That is, morphisms deEned as above preserve compatibility, order and orthogonality.
We now present =lters in coherent orthomodular posets as a generalization of Elters
in Boolean algebras. Filters, and in particular prime =lters, will play an important role
in the following sections since they will correspond to states in CE transition systems.
Filters, as presented here, are di6erent from the ones considered in the context of
partial Boolean algebras [11], while they correspond to the notion of two value states
[16] as discussed later on.
Denition 24. Let P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 be an orthomodular poset; f⊆P is a =lter in
P if ∀x; y∈P:
(1) f = ∅;
(2) (x∈f and x6y)⇒y∈f;
(3) (x; y∈f and x $y)⇒ x∧y∈f.
A Elter f is said to be proper if f =P, so 0 =∈f and 1∈f. A proper Elter f is prime
if, ∀x; y∈P:
(4) (x $y and x∨y∈f)⇒ (x∈f or y∈f).
Lemma 25. Let f be a =lter in an orthomodular poset P.
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Fig. 6. A prime Elter.
f is prime if, and only if:
∀x ∈ P; x ∈ f ⇔ x′ =∈ f:
Proof. Let f be a prime Elter, then 1= x∨ x′ ∈f; from 1= x∨ x′ ∈f we deduce that
x∈f or x′ ∈f but not both, since if both x and x′ were in f, a contradiction would
be found with 0= x∧ x′ ∈f and the fact that f is proper. Conversely, assume f is
a Elter such that x∈f⇔ x′ =∈f for all x∈P. Let x $y and x∨y∈f and assume by
way of contradiction that x =∈f and y =∈f. Then x′ ∈f and y′ ∈f whence x′ ∧y′ ∈f
which implies x∨y=(x′ ∧y′)′ =∈f and leads to a contradiction.
Example 26. Fig. 6 depicts a prime Elter f (black elements) on the orthomodular
poset of Fig. 4.
The deEnition of (prime) Elter in orthomodular posets, seen as transitive partial
Boolean algebras, can be equivalently given as follows.
Denition 27. Let B= 〈⋃i∈I Bi; ∧ ; ∨ ; (:)′; 0; 1〉 be a transitive partial Boolean algebra;
f⊆ ⋃i∈I Bi is a (prime) =lter in B if and only if: ∀i∈ I f∩Bi is a (prime) Elter of
the Boolean algebra Bi.
In the previous deEnition it is suKcient to consider only the maximal Boolean sub-
algebras, in fact if f is a (prime) Elter of a Boolean algebra A and A′⊆A is a Boolean
subalgebra, then f∩A′ is a (prime) Elter of A′.
Remember that a =lter in a Boolean algebra Bi is a subset f⊆Bi such that ∀x; y∈Bi:
(1) f = ∅;
(2) (x∈f and x6y)⇒y∈f;
(3) x; y∈f⇒ x∧y∈f.
Moreover, f is prime if f =Bi and
(4) x∨y∈f⇒ (x∈f or y∈f).
In a Enite Boolean algebra Bi any prime Elter is given by a ↑, where a is an atom
of Bi.
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The two previous deEnitions of Elter in orthomodular posets and in partial Boolean
algebras are equivalent.
Lemma 28. Let B be a transitive partial Boolean algebra, and P= 〈B;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 be
the corresponding coherent orthomodular poset. Then f⊆B is a (prime) =lter in P
if and only if it is a (prime) =lter in B.
Proof. Let f⊆B be a Elter in P and let Bi be a Boolean subalgebra of B, then f∩Bi
is a Elter of the Boolean algebra Bi; in fact,
1. f∩Bi = ∅ since 1∈Bi and, being f a Elter in P; 1∈f.
2. (x∈f∩Bi and y∈Bi and x6y)⇒y∈f∩Bi is true since y∈f for the deEnition
of Elter in orthomodular posets.
3. x; y∈f∩Bi⇒ x∧y∈f∩Bi, follows since x; y∈Bi implies x $y and x∧y∈Bi and
therefore x∧y∈f.
Moreover if f is prime, then f∩Bi is a prime Elter of the Boolean algebra Bi.
Conversely, let f⊆B be such that for all Boolean subalgebras Bi ∈B; f∩Bi is a
(prime) Elter of Bi. Then f is a (prime) Elter of P, in fact,
1. f is obviously not empty.
2. Let x∈f and x6y, then ∃Bi such that x; y∈Bi. Being f∩Bi a Elter of Bi, we
get y∈f∩Bi and then y∈f.
3. Let x; y∈f and x $y, then ∃Bi such that x; y∈Bi. Therefore, x; y∈f∩Bi and,
being f∩Bi a Elter, x∧y∈f∩Bi, which implies x∧y∈f.
Moreover, if f∩Bi is a prime Elter of the Boolean algebra Bi, then f is prime. In fact,
let x $y and x∨y∈f, then ∃Bi : x; y∈Bi and x∨y∈Bi, then x∨y∈f∩Bi and from
f∩Bi prime it follows: x∈f∩Bi or y∈f∩Bi, and therefore x∈f or y∈f.
Prime Elters on P can be deEned in two other ways: the Erst one is constructive,
while the second one is based on the notion of morphism of orthomodular posets.
Proposition 29. Let B be a transitive partial Boolean algebra and AT (B) be the set
of its atoms. f is a prime =lter if and only if f=C ↑, where C ⊆AT (B) is such
that: |C ∩Bj|=1 for each maximal subalgebra Bj ∈B. (C ↑ denotes the up-closure of
C in B.)
Proof. To prove that f=C ↑ is a prime Elter we show that for any maximal subalgebra
Bj ∈B; C ↑∩Bj is a prime Elter in the Boolean algebra Bj, being equal to a ↑, where
a is an atom of Bj.
Let {a}=C ∩Bj. Then a ↑⊆C ↑∩Bj.
To prove C ↑∩Bj ⊆ a ↑ , assume by way of contradiction that x∈C ↑∩Bj and x =∈ a ↑.
Then the Erst assumption implies ∃z ∈C : z6x, the second one implies that x′ ∈ a ↑,
i.e., a6x′ and then x6a′ and z6a′, which implies ∃Bh : z; a∈Bh; a∈C; z ∈C and
leads to the contradiction |C ∩Bh|¿1.
The converse follows immediately from properties of prime Elters in Enite Boolean
algebras.
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Proposition 30. Let 2 be the orthomodular poset whose support set is {0; 1} where
061. Let s :P→ 2 be a morphism of orthomodular posets; then fs= {x∈P : s(x)= 1}
is a prime =lter.
Conversely, let f⊆P be a prime =lter. Let sf :P→ 2 be de=ned as follows: ∀x∈P;
sf(x)= 1 if x∈f; sf(x)= 0 if x =∈f. Then sf is a morphism of orthomodular posets.
Proof. (1) fs = ∅, in fact 1∈fs since, by deEnition of morphisms of orthomodular
posets, s(1)= 1:
(2) Let x∈fs and x6y. Then we get s(x)= 1 and, by morphism properties, s(x)6
s(y), which implies s(y)= 1 and then y∈fs.
(3) Let x; y∈fs and x $y, then s(x)= 1; s(y)= 1 and x∧y exists in P; then,
by morphism properties, s(x∧y)= s(x)∧ s(y)= 1 and then, by deEnition of
fs; x∧y∈fs.
(4) From Lemma 25, it immediately follows that fs is prime; in fact if s(x)= 1
then, by morphism deEnition, s(x′)= (s(x))′=0.
Let now f⊆P be a prime Elter. Then, since 0 =∈f; sf(0)= 0; being f prime,
x∈f⇔ x′ =∈f, and then by deEnition of sf, it follows sf(x′)= (sf(x))′.
We have now to show that, for two orthogonal elements, x and y; sf(x∨y)=
sf(x)∨ sf(y).
Let x⊥y; then x $y, so x∨y exists. By deEnition of prime Elters, if x∨y∈f,
either x∈f or y∈f. From the deEnition of sf, we can deduce
sf(x ∨ y) = 1⇒ (sf(x) = 1 or sf(y) = 1):
Suppose now that x∨y =∈f; then, since a prime Elter is upward-closed, we get x =∈f
and y =∈f. Hence sf(x∨y)= sf(x)= sf(y)= 0.
Taking s above as a map between the two support sets, we get the notion of two
value states studied in [16], which therefore corresponds to prime Elters.
In the following, the set of all prime Elters of P will be denoted by PF(P), while
the set of all prime Elters containing an element x will be denoted by
Fx = {f ∈ PF(P)|x ∈ f}:
From the previous proposition and by composing morphisms of orthomodular posets,
we get the following.
Corollary 31. Let P1 and P2 be two orthomodular posets and $ :P1→P2 be a mor-
phism. Let f∈PF(P2), then $−1(f)∈PF(P1).
P1 P2
2
 β
β sfsf
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Denition 32. An orthomodular poset P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 is prime i6 ∀x; y∈P : x =y
⇒∃f∈PF(P) such that x∈f⇔y =∈f.
In the next sections we will consider only the class of Enite, prime, and coherent
orthomodular (PCO) posets. This class, together with morphisms as deEned above will
be denoted by PCOP; PCOP is a category [4].
3. Relations among the models
We have presented the three models that we are studying as representations of dis-
tributed systems. In what follows we examine their relations. In particular, we Erst study
in detail the relations between CETS and PCOP, deEning two contravariant functors
linking the two categories and showing that these functors form an adjunction. Then
we recall by means of an example the relations between CE transition systems and CE
net systems.
3.1. From CETS to PCOP
We now deEne a contravariant functor from the category CETS to the category
PCOP. The Erst result of this section states that the set of regions of a CE transition
system is a PCO poset. We shall prove that this may be lifted to a functor. The functor
will be denoted by H.
Denition 33. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system, then
H(A) = 〈RA;⊆; ∅; S; (:)′〉;
where (:)′ is the usual set complement.
Proposition 34. H(A) is an orthomodular poset.
Proof. The thesis directly follows from set-theoretical properties and from
Proposition 13.
Example 35. Fig. 7 shows a CE transition system and the orthomodular poset of its
regions, where x= {1; 2}; y= {3; 4}; z= {5}; u= {1; 3}; v= {2; 4}.
Orthogonality and compatibility can be interpreted as follows in the orthomodular
poset of regions 〈RA; ⊆ ; ∅; S; (:)′〉.
Proposition 36. Let r1; r2 ∈RA. Then
• r1⊥ r2⇔ r1 ∩ r2 = ∅;
• r1 $ r2⇔ r1 ∪ r2 ∈RA⇔ r1 ∩ r2 ∈RA:
Proof. The Erst point follows directly from the deEnition of orthogonality. For the
second point: recalling that the union of disjoint regions is a region, we have: r1 $ r2
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Fig. 7. The orthomodular poset of a CE transition system.
implies that there exist x; y; z ∈RA, pairwise orthogonal, such that r1 = x∨y and
r2 = x∨ z, so r1 = x∪y and r2 = x∪ z; hence x∪y∪ z= r1 ∪ r2 ∈RA. Suppose now
that r1; r2 ∈RA and r1 ∪ r2 ∈RA. Then, applying Proposition 13, it is possible to infer:
r1 ∩ r2 ∈RA; r1\r2 ∈RA, and r2\r1 ∈RA. Since r1 ∩ r2; r1\r2; r2\r1 are pairwise disjoint,
and r1 = (r1 ∩ r2)∪ (r1\r2) and r2 = (r1 ∩ r2)∪ (r2\r1), it follows r1 $ r2. Now from
Proposition 13, we get also: r1 $ r2⇔ (r1 ∩ r2)∈RA.
We now have to prove that H(A) is coherent and prime.
Lemma 37. Let x; y; z ∈RA be pairwise compatible regions. Then w= x∩y∩ z ∈RA.
Proof. From compatibility it follows that x∩ z; x∩y are regions. Let q e→ q′ and q′′ e→
q′′′ be two transitions such that q∈w; q′ =∈w. If q′ =∈ x∪y∪ z; e∈ x• ∩y• ∩ z•, hence
q′′ ∈w and q′′′ =∈w. Suppose q′ ∈ x∪y∪ z; let us consider two distinct cases (the others
are symmetrical).
(1) q′ ∈ x\(y∪ z). In this case, y∈ •e; (x∩ z)∈ •e, from which it follows q′′ ∈w;
q′′′ =∈w.
(2) q′ ∈ (x∩y)\z. In this case, e does not cross the border of x and the border of
y; (x∩ z)∈ •e; (y∩ z)∈ •e, from which q′′ ∈w; q′′′ =∈w.
In the same way we can show that, if q =∈w; q′ ∈w, then q′′ =∈w, and q′′′ ∈w, com-
pleting the proof that w is a region.
Corollary 38. H(A) is a coherent orthomodular poset.
Proof. From the previous lemma and Proposition 13, it is possible to infer that each
combination of x; y and z by means of the set operators ∪; ∩ and complement is a
region. In particular, x∪y∈RA, and (x∪y)∪ z ∈RA, from this, from Proposition 36,
and recalling that x∪y, when it exists, coincides with x∨y, we obtain (x∨y) $ z.
Lemma 39. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system. Then, for each s∈ S, the set
Rs= {r ∈RA |s∈ r} is a prime =lter of H(A).
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Fig. 8. A CE transition system whose associated orthomodular poset has more prime Elters than its states.
Proof. S ∈RA, hence Rs is not empty. If r ∈Rs, and r⊆ r1 ∈RA, then s∈ r1, whence
r1 ∈Rs. Now, let r1 and r2 be two compatible regions, elements of Rs. Then r= r1 ∩ r2
is a region, and r ∈Rs. This shows that Rs is a Elter. Finally, if r ∈Rs, then, obviously,
r′ =∈Rs, so by Lemma 25, Rs is a prime Elter.
The previous lemma allows also to prove that H(A) is prime and therefore that it
is an element of PCOP.
Theorem 40. H(A) is prime.
Proof. Let r1 and r2 be two distinct regions of A. Without loss of generality, suppose
r1\r2 = ∅. Let q∈ r1\r2. For the previous lemma, Rq is a prime Elter of H(A) and
r1 ∈Rq and r2 =∈Rq.
In general, the correspondence between the prime Elters of H(A) and the states of
A is not bijective, as it is shown by the following example.
Example 41. Let us consider the CE transition system A given in Fig. 8 and the ortho-
modular poset of its regions H(A) of Fig. 9, in which x= {1; 2; 5}; y= {1; 3; 5}; w=
{1; 2; 6}; z= {1; 3; 6}, and where u′ is the complement of u. Among the others, we
can End the prime Elter f= {x; y; w; z′; 1}, which is di6erent from any Rs, with s∈
{1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6}.
On the other hand, it is possible to associate to each element of PCOP a CE transition
system in which the states are exactly the prime Elters, as it will be shown in the next
subsection.
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Fig. 9. The orthomodular poset associated to the CE transition system of Fig. 8.
The following lemma justiEes the deEnition of H on morphisms.
Lemma 42. Let Ai =(Si; Ei; Ti) be an element of CETS for i=1; 2, and  : S1→ S2
be a morphism in CETS. Then −1 restricted to RA2 is a morphism in PCOP from
H(A2) to H(A1).
Proof.
(1) −1(∅)= ∅.
(2) −1(r′)= −1(S2\r)= −1(S2)\−1(r)= S1\−1(r)= (−1(r))′.
(3) Let r1; r2 be disjoint regions of A2; then (r1 ∪ r2) is a region of A2, and −1(r1 ∪ r2)
= −1(r1)∪ −1(r2).
Therefore the thesis is proved (see DeEnition 23).
Denition 43. Let  :A1→A2 be a morphism in CETS.
DeEne H() :H(A2)→H(A1) by ∀r ∈RA2 :H()(r)= −1(r).
It is now easy to verify that H : CETSop→PCOP is a contravariant functor.
3.2. From PCOP to CETS
We now deEne a contravariant functor from the category PCOP to the category
CETS. The action of the functor on objects can be seen as a synthesis procedure, which
builds a transition system from a given logical structure, expressed as an orthomodular
poset. If we interpret the elements of an orthomodular poset as propositions, then we
would like to deEne the transition system so that each proposition corresponds to a
region.
Intuitively, prime Elters of an orthomodular poset are maximal sets of mutually con-
sistent propositions; hence they can be considered as states. The transition from a state
to another is characterized by the propositions that cease to hold and the propositions
that begin to hold, and therefore the corresponding actions are described by ordered
symmetric di6erences of prime Elters.
In this way, the new transition system contains all global states which are consis-
tent with the structure of sequential components given by Boolean subalgebras of the
orthomodular poset, and all possible state transformations. In other words, the transi-
tion system explicitly shows the complete domain of possibilities derivable from the
orthomodular poset.
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Fig. 10. The CE transition system corresponding to the orthomodular poset of Fig. 4.
Denition 44. Let P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 be an object of PCOP. Then the transition
system associated to P is J(P)= (PF(P); EP; TP), where EP = {〈f1\f2; f2\f1〉 |f1; f2 ∈
PF(P); f1 =f2} and TP = {(f1; e; f2) |f1; f2 ∈PF(P); f1 =f2 and e= 〈f1\f2; f2\f1〉}.
Example 45. Consider the orthomodular poset P of Fig. 7. The CE transition system
J(P) is given in Fig. 10. Each arc between two states represents two arrows going
in opposite directions; parallel transitions in the outer square bear equal labels. Note
that J(P) has the same states as the CE transition system A of Fig. 7, but is “full” of
transitions. An isomorphic copy of A is embedded into J(P)= J(H(A)).
In general, if we start from a transition system A and apply Erst the functor H, and
then the functor J, we obtain a new transition system, which can have more states
than A, and containing an isomorphic copy of A. This is, for example, the case of the
transition system in Fig. 8.
Lemma 46. Let P be an object of PCOP and x∈P; then Fx is a region of J(P).
Proof. Let q1
e→ q2 and q3 e→ q4 be two transitions in J(P). Suppose q1 ∈Fx and q2 =∈Fx,
i.e., x∈ q1 and x =∈ q2 (recall that each qi is a prime Elter of P). By deEnition of J(P),
we have q1\q2 = q3\q4, hence x∈ q3\q4, whence q3 ∈Fx and q4 =∈Fx. In the same way
we can prove that if q1 =∈Fx and q2 ∈Fx, then q3 =∈Fx and q4 ∈Fx, so Fx is a region.
Lemma 47. Let f1; f2; f3 be three distinct prime =lters of an orthomodular poset P,
such that f1\f2⊆f3. Then f4 = (f3\(f1\f2))∪ (f2\f1) is a prime =lter.
Proof. Since for every prime Elter one has x∈f ⇔ x′ =∈f we deduce
x ∈ f1\(f2 ∪ f3) ⇔ x′ ∈ (f2 ∩ f3)\f1:
Thus the assumption f1\f2⊆f3 (i.e., f1⊆f2 ∪f3) is equivalent to f2 ∩f3⊆f1.
It follows that f4 =f1f2f3 ( denoting set-theoretical symmetric di6erence).
Let F3 =f3\(f1f2); F2 =f2\(f1f3), then f4 =F2 ∪F3.
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We have to prove that if x∈f4; y∈P and x6y then y∈f4.
We Erst prove that (x∈F3 and x6y)⇒y∈F3.
Case (a): x∈f2 then x∈f1 ∩f2 ∩f3 =F3 ∩f2 and y∈f1 ∩f2 ∩f3⊆f4.
Case (b): x =∈f2. Since x∈f3 also y∈f3. Suppose by contradiction that y∈f1f2,
without loss of generality we assume y∈f1\f2, thus y′ ∈f2 and y∈f1. From x∈F3
and x =∈f2 we deduce x =∈f1, i.e., x′ ∈f1. Since moreover y∈f1 we deduce x′ ∧y
∈f1. Now x∨y′ ∈f2 ∩f3⊆f1 because x∈f3 and y′ ∈f2, we thus obtain a contra-
diction from the fact that x∨y′=(x′ ∧y)′.
Symmetrically it can be proved (x∈F2 and x6y)⇒y∈F2. Hence the thesis follows,
because f4 =F2 ∪F3.
We now prove that if x; y∈f4 and x $y then x∧y∈f4. We will consider three
distinct cases.
Case (a): x; y∈F3. Then, by deEnition of F3; x; y∈f3 and x $y implies x∧y∈f3.
Suppose z= x∧y∈f1f2, e.g., z ∈f1\f2. Since z ∈f1 we deduce x; y∈f1, now
f1 ∩F3 =f1 ∩f2 ∩f3 and then x; y∈f1 ∩f2 ∩f3.
Since fi are prime Elters we deduce z= x∧y∈f1 ∩f2 ∩f3 hence the contradiction.
Thus z= x∧y∈F3.
Case (b): x; y∈F2. By the same reasoning z= x∧y∈F2.
Case (c): x∈F3 and y∈F2.
Case (c1): x∈f2. Then x∧y∈f2 because f2 is a Elter. Suppose x∧y∈f1\f3, then
x; y belong to f1 and then to f1 ∩f2 ∩f3 =f1 ∩F2 =f1 ∩F3. We obtain a contradiction
with x∧y =∈f3 hence x∧y∈F2.
Case (c2): y∈f3. By the same reasoning we deduce x∧y∈F3.
Case (c3): x∈f3\(f1 ∪f2) and y∈f2\(f1 ∪f3). Then y′ ∈f1; y′ =∈f2 and x′ ∈
f1 ∩f2, It follows x′ ∧y′ ∈f1 and x′ ∧y′ =∈f2 (otherwise y′ ∈f2).
Now x′ ∧y′ =∈f3 (because x∈f3 hence x′ ∧y′ ∈f1\(f2 ∪f3) which contradicts f1⊆
(f2 ∪f3). Thus this subcase cannot occur under our assumptions.
We Enally prove that f4 is prime.
f4 is proper because 0 =∈f1 ∪f2 ∪f3⊇f4.
Say that two subsets X and OX of an orthomodular poset P are duals when ∀x∈P x∈
X ⇔ x′ ∈ OX .
Then since for every prime Elter f one has: x∈f⇔ x′ =∈f (i.e., a Elter and its
complement are dual), we deduce that for every pair of prime Elters f and fˆ one has
x∈f∪ fˆ⇔ x′ =∈f∩ fˆ, and the following pairs of sets are dual:
X =f1 ∩f2 ∩f3 and OX =P\(f1 ∪f2 ∪f3),
Y =f2\(f1 ∪f3) and OY =(f1 ∩f3)\f2,
Z =f3\(f1 ∪f2) and OZ =(f1 ∩f2)\f3,
T =f1\(f2 ∪f3) and OT =(f2 ∩f3)\f1
(By hypothesis T = OT = ∅).
These sets are pairwise disjoint and f4 =X ∪Y ∪Z ∪T . It follows that x∈f4⇔
x′ =∈f4, i.e., that f4 is a prime Elter.
Theorem 48. Let P= 〈P;6; 0; 1; (:)′〉 be a prime coherent orthomodular poset. Then
J(P)= (PF(P); EP; TP) is an element of CETS.
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Proof. J(P) clearly satisEes the four axioms listed below DeEnition 5. We have to
check the conditions of DeEnition 11.
Let f1 and f2 be two distinct states, and let x be an element of f1f2 ( denoting
set-theoretical symmetric di6erence); such an element exists since f1 =f2⇔f1f2
= ∅. Without loss of generality, we can put x∈f1\f2. Then, by Lemma 46, Fx is a
region of J(P), and f1 ∈Fx; f2 =∈Fx.
We have now to prove that, if an action . is not authorized in a state f (that is, if
there is no transition labelled by ., starting from f), then it exists a region r ∈RJ(P)
such that r ∈ •., and f =∈ r.
Let .= 〈f1\f2; f2\f1〉 be an action not authorized in a state f. Put g=f1\f2, and
h=f2\f1. From the deEnition of TP , it follows that either g*f or f3 = (f\g)∪ h
is not a prime Elter. In the former case, there exists x∈ g\f, and Fx is the required
pre-condition:
(1) Fx ∈ •. because .= 〈f1\f2; f2\f1〉 and x∈f1\f2 = g;
(2) f =∈Fx because x =∈f.
Lemma 47 shows that if f1\f2⊆f, then f3 = (f\g)∪ h is a prime Elter.
In general, the correspondence between the elements of an orthomodular poset P
and the regions of J(P) is not bijective, as it is shown by the following.
Example 49. Let B= {1; : : : ; 6} and 0= {X ⊆{1; : : : ; 6} | |X | is an even number}.
It is easy to verify that P= 〈0;⊆; ∅; B; (:)′〉, where the orthocomplementation is the
complement relative to B, is a prime and coherent orthomodular poset. In this set two
elements are orthogonal if and only if they are disjoint; two elements are compatible
if and only if their intersection belongs to 0. The prime Elters of P are all of the
type 0i = {Y ∈0 | i∈Y}, for i∈B. Then the transition system associated to P has six
states. The symmetric di6erences show that the labels of the transitions are all di6erent,
therefore the set of regions of J(P) is the set of the subsets of B and is not isomorphic
to P.
Denition 50. Let $ :P1→P2 be a morphism in PCOP. DeEne J($) : J(P2)→ J(P1)
by ∀f∈PF(P2) : J($)(f)= $−1(f).
Lemma 51. Let $ :P1→P2 be a morphism in PCOP. Then J($) is a morphism from
J(P2) to J(P1) in CETS.
Proof. From Corollary 31, it follows that J($) is a total map from the states of J(P2)
to the states of J(P1). Let (f1; e; f2); (f3; e; f4)∈TP2 . We have f1\f2 =f3\f4, and
f2\f1 =f4\f3. Since $−1 preserves set di6erence, $−1(f1\f2)= $−1(f1)\$−1(f2)=
$−1(f3)\$−1(f4). Now we have two cases: either $−1(f1)= $−1(f2) and then $−1
(f3)= $−1(f4), or $−1(f1) = $−1(f2) and then, by construction of J(P1), there is
x∈EP1 such that ($−1(f1); x; $−1(f2))∈TP1 .
Hence from the previous equalities ($−1(f3); x; $−1(f4))∈TP1 .
It is now easy to verify that J : PCOPop→CETS is a contravariant functor.
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3.3. Adjunctions
Let us now study the relations between H and J. Since H and J are contravariant,
following [13], in this section we will prove that Hop is a left adjoint of J, and then
we get that also Jop is a left adjoint of H.
Now we deEne the unit of the adjunction.
Denition 52. Let A=(S; E; T ) be an object of CETS.
Then uA : S→PF(H(A)) is deEned by: ∀s∈ S : uA(s)=Rs.
Lemma 53. uA is an injective morphism in CETS from A to J(H(A)).
Proof. By Lemma 39, Rs is a prime Elter of H(A), so, for each s∈ S; s → Rs is actually
a map of S into the set of states of A′= J(H(A)). Since A is a CE transition system, the
map is injective by axiom A1 of DeEnition 11. Take a transition s1
e→ s2 in A; then, by
assumption on transition systems, s1 = s2 and by axiom A1 of DeEnition 11 Rs1 =Rs2 ;
hence a transition Rs1
→Rs2 exists in A′. Moreover, if s3 e→ s4 is another transition in
A, we have, by deEnition of regions, Rs1\Rs2 =Rs3\Rs4 and Rs2\Rs1 =Rs4\Rs3 ; hence
Rs3
→Rs4 is a transition in A′, and the map is actually a morphism.
In general, J(H(A)) may have more states and transitions than A, as it is shown in
Examples 41 and 45.
Denition 54. Let P be an object of PCOP. Then 1P :P→P(PF(P)) is deEned by:
∀x∈P : 1P(x)=Fx.
Lemma 55. 1P is an injective morphism in PCOP from P to H(J(P)).
Proof. Lemma 46 guarantees that the codomain of the application is actually RJ(P);
moreover, P is prime by hypothesis, so the application is injective.
Following the deEnition of morphisms in PCOP, we have to prove
(i) 1P(0)= 0 This is immediate since 1P(0)=F0 = ∅, and ∅ is the bottom element of
H(J(P)).
(ii) 1P(x′)= (1P(x))′. When f is a prime Elter, we have x∈f⇔ x′ =∈f for each x∈P,
so Fx′ =PF(P)\Fx, which implies Fx′ =(Fx)′.
(iii) x⊥y⇒ 1P(x∨y)= 1P(x)∨ 1P(y). Take two orthogonal elements in P, say x and
y. Let z= x∨y; x⊥y implies x $y and thus for any prime Elter f : x∨y∈f
⇔ x∈f or y∈f; i.e., Fz =Fx ∪Fy, whence Fz =Fx ∨Fy in RJ(P).
In general, 1P is not a surjective morphism, as it is shown in Example 49.
Theorem 56. Hop is a left adjoint for J.
Proof. Following [13], proving the thesis amounts to show that, given an object A
in CETS, an object P in PCOP, and a morphism  :A→ J(P), there is exactly one
$ :P→H(A) in PCOP such that J($)uA= .
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First, we show that such a $ exists. Let y∈P. By Lemma 46, we know that Fy is a
region of J(P). By Lemma 15, −1(Fy) is a region of A, hence an element of H(A).
DeEne $(y)= −1(Fy), i.e., $=H()1P; thus $ is a morphism in PCOP.
We now prove that J($)uA= . Let s∈ S; by DeEnition 52, J($)(uA(s))=
J($)(Rs)= J($)({r ∈RA|s∈ r})= {x∈P |s∈ $(x)}= {x∈P |s∈ −1(Fx)}= (s) since
s∈ −1 (Fx)⇔ (s)∈Fx⇔ x∈ (s).
We now prove that such a $ is unique. Let 2 :P→H(A) be a morphism in PCOP
such that J(2)uA= , i.e., such that for each s∈ S : 2−1(uA(s))= (s), i.e., for each
s∈ S 2−1(Rs)= (s); hence: s∈ 2(x)⇔ 2(x)∈Rs⇔ x∈ 2−1(Rs)⇔ x∈ (s)⇔ (s)∈Fx
⇔ s∈ $(x) Thus 2= $.
Let A be an object of CETS and P be an object of PCOP, we have that A is not
isomorphic to J(H(A)) as well as P is not isomorphic to H(J(P)), while we conjecture
that H(A) is isomorphic to H(J(H(A))) and J(P) is isomorphic to J(H(J(P))).
3.4. Relations between CE net systems and CE transition systems and between CE
net systems and orthomodular posets
In [7] the classes of transition systems representing, respectively, the behaviour of
CE net systems and the behaviour of elementary net systems have been characterized
by means of the notion of region.
This result has been reformulated in a categorical setting for elementary net systems
in [14]. The link established between elementary transition systems and elementary net
systems has been lifted to respect appropriately chosen behaviour preserving transforma-
tions (between elementary transition systems on the one hand and between elementary
net systems on the other).
Two functors, linking the two obtained categories of elementary transition systems
and of elementary net systems, have been deEned showing that they constitute an
adjunction.
Here we have considered CE transition systems with morphisms which correspond
to the ones deEned for elementary net systems in [14]. For what concerns CE net
systems it is possible to introduce morphisms in such a way that also in this case
we get a correspondence between the two categories of CE transition systems (CETS)
and of CE net systems (CENS) by means of two functors which constitute an ad-
junction: the functor G from CENS to CETS, and the functor F from CETS
to CENS.
We do not develop all the required details here, while we recall the deEnitions of
the two mappings G and F between the objects, which are essentially those introduced
in [14].
The functor G associates to each CE net system N the CE transition system deEned
by the case graph of N , as in Section 2.1.
Example 57. Consider the CE net system N of Fig. 1 and the CE transition system
A given in Fig. 3. Then G(N )=A.
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Fig. 11. A saturated CE net system corresponding to the CE transition system of Fig. 3 and to the orho-
modular poset of Fig. 4.
The functor F associates to each CE transition system A the CE net system in which
the conditions are the non-trivial regions of A (that is the regions di6erent from ∅ and
the whole set of states S). The events are the labels of A and the cases are the sets
of conditions belonging to a state of A.
The CE net system so obtained is saturated with conditions, in the sense that no
new condition can be added without violating the simplicity of the underlying net or
without altering the behaviour of the net system [7].
Denition 58. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system, then
F(A) = (RA\(∅ ∪ S); E; F; C)
where F = {(r; e) |r ∈ •e}∪ {(e; r) |r ∈ e•} and C = {Rs : s∈ S}.
Example 59. Fig. 11 shows a CE transition system A and the CE net system F(A).
Note that F(A) can be obtained from the CE net system N of Fig. 1, by saturation
of conditions, i.e., F(A)=F(G(N )). The behaviour of both F(A) and N is modelled
by A.
By composition of functors also the categories PCOP and CENS are related.
Let N be a CE net system; then the associated orthomodular poset is obtained by
composing the two mappings H and G, yielding H(G(N )).
Example 60. Consider the CE net system N of Fig. 1, the CE transition system
A=G(N ) given in Fig. 3 and the orthomodular poset P=H(A) given in Fig. 4. Then
H(G(N ))=P.
Let P belong to PCOP, then the associated CE net system is obtained by composing
the two mappings J and F, yielding F(J(P)).
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4. Structural properties
In this section we discuss some fundamental aspects of distributed systems, as se-
quential components, concurrency, and synchronization, in the frame of net systems,
transition systems, and orthomodular posets.
4.1. Sequential components
A distributed system is made up of parts, or components. We can assume that each
component is sequential, meaning that its event occurrences are totally ordered and that
their states are not distributed. Concurrency arises when components are put together
and run concurrently, possibly synchronizing.
In this subsection, we show how sequential components are represented in the three
models studied in the paper, and how the di6erent representations relate to each other.
In Section 2.1, state machine (SM) net systems were introduced as the net theoretical
counterpart of sequential systems, and state machine decomposable net systems as
models of systems composed of interacting sequential parts.
By deEnition, in a state machine net system, each event has exactly one precondition
and each reachable case is a singleton set, so an event can occur in only one reachable
case.
Hence, in the case graph of a state machine net system, each action label appears
only once. Within the class of CE transition systems, this property characterizes those
transition systems which are isomorphic to sequential case graphs of state machine net
systems.
Hence, we will call SM transition system a CE transition system where each action
label occurs only once.
We now turn to the problem of decomposing a given CE transition system into
sequential components, i.e., into SM transition subsystems.
Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system. Let us call regional partition of S
a partition of S whose elements are regions of A. For each regional partition of
S; 3= {r1; : : : ; rm}, we deEne an SM transition system, A(3), as follows.
The states of A(3) are the elements of 3; these elements are regions, that is sets of
global states of A.
A(3) = (3; E; T3): (1)
The set of transitions is deEned by
(ri; e; rj) ∈ T3 i6 ∃ (si; e; sj) ∈ T with si ∈ ri; sj ∈ rj: (2)
A(3) is actually an SM transition system because, if in A an occurrence of a label
crosses a region border, then all other occurrences of the same label cross the region
border in the same direction.
Notice that A(3) does not belong to the class of transition systems we have con-
sidered, since it can contain multiple transitions between two states. However, these
transitions have di6erent labels, and, since A is a CE transition system, there is another
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SM transition subsystem, corresponding to a di6erent regional partition, in which those
labels belong to separated transitions.
We can now deEne a map 4 from S to 3:
∀s ∈ S : 4(s) = ri i6 s ∈ ri: (3)
The map 4 so deEned is a morphism, as deEned in Section 2.2, from A to A(3);
to prove this claim, it suKces to observe that two transitions with the same label in A
either do not cross a region’s border or cross it in the same direction, and therefore
are mapped onto the same transition.
SM transition subsystems of a CE transition system A, as deEned here, are related
to the SM net subsystems of the CE net system F(A). More precisely, given an SM
transition subsystem of A; Ai, there is an SM net subsystem of F(A) such that its
case graph is isomorphic to Ai. This net subsystem is generated by the elements of
the regional partition corresponding to Ai. In the other direction, for each SM net
subsystem of F(A), there is an SM transition subsystem of A, isomorphic to its case
graph.
From the deEnition of region, it follows that in SM transition systems each subset of
states is a region. The associated orthomodular poset is in this case a Boolean algebra.
On the other hand, applying the synthesis procedure deEned in Section 3.2 to a Boolean
algebra, we obtain an SM transition system. Consequently, Boolean subalgebras can be
viewed as the formal counterpart, in the world of orthomodular posets, of the intuitive
idea of sequential component. This suggests that the logic of properties 2 of a system is
Boolean only if the system does not exhibit concurrency (see also Section 4.2, below).
Example 61. Fig. 12 shows again the CE net system of Fig. 1, its case graph, rep-
resented as a CE transition system, and the orthomodular poset of regions. Two state
machine net subsystems are outlined; the regional partition corresponding to one of
them is shown on the transition system, and the corresponding Boolean subalgebra is
circled on the orthomodular poset.
4.2. Compatibility and concurrency
We aim to discuss the interrelation between the notion of concurrency in net theory
and the notion of incompatibility in orthomodular posets.
In quantum theory, the character of compatibility is fundamental and is intuitively
referred to observables that are “simultaneously measurable”.
The intuition followed here is that compatible elements are, from the viewpoint of
the system description, dependent elements.
In fact, two compatible elements belong to the same Boolean subalgebra of the
considered orthomodular poset; as discussed in the previous subsection, Boolean sub-
algebras of an orthomodular poset are related to the sequential components of a CE
net system. The elements of a Boolean subalgebra are therefore observables which are
2 We use here the term “property” in the sense given in the Introduction.
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Fig. 12. Sequential components.
“simultaneously measurable” in the sense that they represent the set of conditions of
a system component whose truth values can be determined by only knowing which
atom holds. In fact, if x is an atom of the Boolean subalgebra Q, and it represents a
true condition, then the only valid conditions of the associated component are the ones
which correspond to elements greater than x.
On the other side, the character of independence must be searched among incom-
patible elements.
The following proposition formalizes this aspect.
Proposition 62. Let A=(S; E; T ) be a CE transition system and let H(A)= 〈RA;⊆;
∅; S; (:)′〉 be the orthomodular poset associated to A by the functor H. If q e→ q′ and
q′′ e→ q′′′ are two distinct transitions in T , then there exist two non-compatible regions
in H(A). Vice versa, if there are two non-compatible regions in H(A), then there exist
two distinct transitions in T bearing the same label.
Proof. Since A is a CE transition system, q; q′; q′′, and q′′′ are all distinct. Moreover, q
and q′ are separated, hence there exists a region r ∈ •e, for which we have q; q′′ ∈ r, and
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Fig. 13. Synchronizing CE net systems.
q′; q′′′ =∈ r. q and q′′ are separated too, hence there exists r1 ∈RA such that q∈ r1 and
q′′ =∈ r1, whence q′ ∈ r1 and q′′′ =∈ r1. r and r1 are not compatible since, if they were,
then (for the properties of compatible regions presented in Section 3.1) their intersection
would be a region, and this is impossible since their intersection contains q but does
not contain q′; q′′ and q′′′. Assume now that r1 and r2 are two non-compatible regions
in RA. Then from Proposition 36 it follows that their intersection is non-empty and is
not a region. From the deEnition of region, it is clear that there must exist an action
labelling at least two distinct transitions, since otherwise any subset of states would be
a region.
This proposition can be explained intuitively as follows. Consider the transition sys-
tem A as the speciEcation of a system to be implemented. If A contains two transitions
with the same label, then there are two non-compatible regions, therefore any imple-
mentation of A must include at least two distinct sequential components, because these
two regions cannot belong to the same sequential component.
In the opposite direction, the existence of non-compatible elements in a prime co-
herent orthomodular poset implies the existence of two distinct sequential components
in the associated CE net system.
4.3. Centres and synchronization
The sequential components of a CE net system can synchronize either through shared
events or through shared conditions and events. These two ways are exempliEed in
Fig. 13.
The net system on the left is made of two SM net subsystems sharing an event; they
synchronize by handshaking on that event. The net system on the right is also made of
two components, but these share one condition and two events; in each global state, the
two components must agree on the truth value of the shared condition. Consequently,
they must synchronize on all events touching that condition.
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Fig. 14. Synchronizing CE net systems.
Synchronization through shared conditions and actions is reGected, in the orthomod-
ular poset associated to a net system, by the so-called centres [16].
Denition 63. Let P be an element of PCOP. The centre of P, denoted by Pc, is
deEned as follows:
Pc = {b ∈ P|∀a ∈ P : a $ b}:
As proved in [16], the centre of P is the Boolean subalgebra of P, corresponding to
the intersection of all maximal Boolean subalgebras. Therefore, it contains the elements
which are shared by maximal sequential components, according to the interpretation of
Boolean subalgebras given in Section 4.1.
Example 64. Let Pi be the orthomodular poset obtained from the case graph of Ni of
Fig. 13 (see Fig. 14). Then Pc1 = 2 and P
c
2 = {0; 1; z; z′}. Intuitively, this means that the
two sequential components of N1 do not share any condition and synchronize only on
the common event. Notice that, at the level of orthomodular posets, this case is not
distinguished from that in which the two components are totally independent. The two
sequential components of N2, instead, share one condition. This condition corresponds
to the element c in the orthomodular poset, which belongs to the centre, together with
its complement.
We can also compute the centre of a suborthomodular poset, corresponding to a
subsystem. In this case, we will End the local synchronization conditions among the
sequential components belonging to the considered subsystem.
The following example represents this situation.
Example 65. Figs. 15 and 16 show a CE net system N and the block diagram
of the corresponding orthomodular poset. The eight state machine components have
globally no common synchronization conditions; in fact, the centre of the whole poset
is 2. On the other hand, the state machine components are mutually synchronized on
common conditions. For instance, the components generated by, respectively, {2; 8; 9}
and {1; 5; 9} are synchronized on condition 9 and on events c and e. The centre of the
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Fig. 15. A CE net system having more “local” synchronization conditions (note that the two squares labelled
a are in fact the same event).
Fig. 16. The orthomodular poset associated to the sequential case graph of the CE net system of Fig. 15.
subsystem given by those components contains, besides the top and bottom element, 9
and its complement.
5. Conclusions
We have proposed orthomodular posets as a formal tool in concurrency theory. We
have considered a notion of observable property in concurrent systems, strictly related
to conditions in Petri nets, and shown that observable properties (regions) form an
orthomodular poset.
In particular, orthomodular posets of regions are prime and coherent.
Prime orthomodular posets coincide with “concrete” logics in the sense of [16].
That is, an orthomodular poset is prime, if, and only if, its support set is composed by
subsets of a given set. Here the regions are subsets of the states of a transition system
that satisfy a uniformity condition with respect to the events.
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On the other hand, coherence represents the extension of pairwise compatibility to
“joint compatibility”. That is, if a subset (of the support set of the orthomodular poset)
is composed by mutually compatible elements, then there will be a Boolean subalgebra
(of the orthomodular poset) containing it.
We have deEned a synthesis procedure, taking a prime and coherent orthomodular
poset and building a CE transition system.
These results have been cast in a categorical setting, giving an adjunction, relating
a category of transition systems and a category of orthomodular posets.
Within this context, we have studied some typical concepts of concurrency theory.
Sequential components have been shown to correspond, on the logical side, to Boolean
subalgebras of orthomodular posets. Hence the logic of observable properties, as here
considered, is classical (Boolean) only for systems without causal independence among
events.
The relation of compatibility between elements of an orthomodular poset has been
shown to be related to causal dependence in the associated system, as well as the notion
of centres in orthomodular posets has been discussed as related to synchronization in
distributed systems.
The results raise some open problems. First of all, we would like to characterize
the images of the functors, which we know do not coincide with the whole categories.
More important, from our point of view, is the conjecture that composing the two
functors, in both orders, yields idempotent functors. This would allow us to interpret
those compositions as a sort of saturation operations: through the functor H we get the
logic of the observable properties of a given CE transition system; through the functor
J we get, from a logic of observable properties, the domain of possibilities both in the
state space (i.e., in the holding of conditions which are compatible among each other)
and in the state transformations.
Apart from the open problems, we plan to deEne di6erent techniques of implemen-
tation of a speciEcation, having the possibility to associate to an orthomodular poset
di6erent CE systems in which only some particular subsets of the state space and some
particular state transformations are selected in correspondence to di6erent implementa-
tion criteria. Moreover, we are interested in studying notions of compositionality and
reEnement in this framework, as started in [6].
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